Workshop 2:
Essex Record Office
Essex Record Office, Wharf Road, Chelmsford CM2 6YT

The public entrance is reached from the riverside path. The ERO is a 20 minute walk from Chelmsford railway station, or there are plenty of car parks nearby (details at http://essexrecordoffice.co.uk/visit-us/)
Programme:

10-11.00am  Dagnam Group: Research Materials (in Chapman Room)
11am-12pm  Dagnam Group: Using the Archives (in Searchroom)

11.30-12.30pm  Belhus etc Group: Research Materials (in Chapman Room)
12.30-1.30pm  Belhus etc Group: Using the Archives (in Searchroom)

1.30-2.30pm  Thorndon Group: Research Materials (in Chapman Room)
2.30-3.30pm  Thorndon Group: Using the Archives (in Searchroom)

3-4.00pm  Warley Group: Research Materials (in Chapman Room)
4-5.00pm  Warley Group: Using the Archives (in Searchroom)
WHAT TO BRING:

Identification (Driving License, passport or bills etc)

Pencils

Camera

Notepad or laptop

Small magnifying glass if you have one

Money if you want to use a camera (or phone camera)

Enthusiasm!

Lunch